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The understanding of microbial influenced corrosion (MIC) in aerobic mixed biofilms benefits from advanced microscopy and
microbial ecology characterization of biofilms. Here, the onset of MIC in stainless steel coupons was studied in both natural and
artificial seawater. Rapid selection of biofilm-forming microorganisms from natural seawater was observed for field experiments.
Potential ennoblement was observed only in natural seawater. A seawater derived mixed microbial consortium enriched in artificial
seawater was used to characterize the effect of several parameters on MIC. The concentration of organic carbon was the major
determinant of MIC, while shaking speed and polishing played minor roles. The biofilm was preferentially formed at the grain
boundaries. These results outline the need for MIC onset characterization with mixed microbial consortia to predict long-term
corrosion behavior of stainless steel in seawater.
© The Author(s) 2017. Published by ECS. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution 4.0 License (CC BY, http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted reuse of the work in any
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Microbially influenced corrosion (MIC) of metals refers to the
involvement of microorganisms in the metal deterioration process.
MIC has significant economic consequences for industries such as
oil and gas, mining, logistics and waste water treatment, with so-
cial and environmental impacts associated with the deterioration of
materials.1 Microorganisms affect physicochemical reactions at the
metal/liquid interface, either slowing down or accelerating abiotic
corrosion processes.1,2 Due to their physicochemical3 and microbi-
ological resistance4 to metal deterioration and MIC, stainless steels
(SS) are used in key marine components.

MIC mechanisms previously put forth include the effects of differ-
ential concentrations of oxygen and nutrients; generation of corrosive
metabolites or by-products; alteration of anion ratios and inactiva-
tion of corrosion inhibitors.5 Adsorbed extracellular biofilm matrix
molecules such as proteins, lipids, humic acids and polysaccharides
change the SS surface by modifying surface charge, wettability or sur-
face energy, thus enhancing or inhibiting MIC.6 The biofilm can also
act as a diffusional barrier preventing oxygen and corrosive substances
from reaching the metal surface.7

Sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB) are commonly cited as the pri-
mary organisms responsible for MIC under anaerobic and anoxic
conditions in seawater through the production of corrosive sulfides.
However, aerobic microorganisms have also been increasingly stud-
ied, substantiating their role in MIC process. For example, in the
presence of the aerobic marine bacterium Pseudomonas sp., SS304
showed a higher corrosion rate and lower resistance of the passive
film, indicating localized breakdown of passive film, in contrast with
abiotic experiments with stable and passivating Cr-enriched oxide
films.8 Microbial activities can alter the inorganic passive layer and
increase metal dissolution. Extensive micro-pitting corrosion was ob-
served underneath biofilms. A negative shift in the corrosion potential
was observed along with an increase in current density for duplex
2205 steel in presence of marine, halophilic Pseudoalteromonas sp.9

Most studies on MIC have focused on axenic cultures, rather than
the mixed microbial communities commonly occurring in the environ-
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ment. In pure culture studies, both corrosion-enhancing and corrosion-
protecting effects have been reported in artificial seawater.2,5,10,11 Vib-
rio neocaledonicus, an aerobic marine bacterium, has been reported
to reduce corrosion of carbon steel ASTM A36 by sixty-fold.12 Cor-
rosion inhibition by this bacterium was first reported by Pederson et
al. in 1988.13 The corrosion inhibition effect of Pseudomonas fragi
of AISI 1018 steel has been linked with oxygen depletion due to the
formation of a uniform biofilm.14 Bacillus sp. and Hafnia alvei have
been shown to reduce mild steel corrosion after prolonged exposure,15

and Pseudomonas S9 and Serratia marcescens EF190 were reported
to decrease corrosion of ASTM A619 carbon steel under aerobic
conditions.16

In contrast to typical laboratory conditions using axenic cultures,
marine microorganisms at liquid/solid interfaces exist as structurally
and functionally organized communities.17 These communities often
occur as biofilms, and are spatially and chemically heterogeneous.18

The effect of a mixed microbial biofilm on MIC differs from that of
single species biofilms.19 For example, exposure to a triculture of an
acetogenic bacterium, Eubacterium limosum, and 2 Desulfobacter sp.
strains showed the greatest increase in corrosion rate of carbon steel,
followed by a co-culture of E. limosum and Desulfovibrio sp., while
a single species culture of E. limosum increased corrosion rates the
least.20 Hence, although studying single species may help to under-
stand specific steps of MIC mechanisms, mixed microbial biofilms
are more representative of the natural environment.

There are only few studies focusing on MIC in aerobic marine
biofilms in natural seawater. Early studies showed that discontinuous
biofilm on AISI 316 SS alters local corrosion potential and initiates
pit corrosion.21 It was hypothesized that MIC of SS was due to the
oxygen reduction depolarization.22 The complexity of MIC mecha-
nisms in the presence of seawater biofilms was addressed with the
combination of electrochemistry and surface analysis.23 However, a
deep understanding of microbial ecology and physiology is needed to
deconvolute the individual MIC mechanisms in biofilms.24

For a laboratory system, in addition to the microbiological aspects,
several other parameters also impact the corrosion process, including
using a batch or continuous system, flow conditions in a continu-
ous system, type of metal used, metal surface pre-treatment and oxic
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Table I. Composition of UNSS30400 and UNS32750 steel coupons.

Chemical Composition, %

Sample Cr Ni Mo C N Mn Si Cu P S Fe

UNSS32750 24.0–26.0 6.0–8.0 3.0–5.0 0.03 .24–.32 1.2 0.8 0.5 0.035 0.02 Balance
UNSS30400 18.13 8.02 nil 0.02 0.077 1.35 0.35 nil 0.029 0.005 Balance

or anoxic conditions.25 Using a continuous flow cell system, Duncan
et al. studied the effects of corrosion inhibitors on MIC of mild steel.26

A recent co-culture study with V. natriegens and Shewanella oneiden-
sis was conducted in a flow system using a microfluidic device.27

Surface topography influences the abiotic corrosion reactions.28,29 as
well as adhesion of the biofilm,30 which in turn affects corrosion
rate. Bacterial settlement is influenced by substratum roughness and
geometry.31 Bacteria settled preferentially on the depressions of the
oxide film grain boundaries of 316 SS.32

As MIC is a complex process involving material science, chemistry
and microbiology, it is necessary to implement a multidisciplinary
approach.25 Here, we studied the MIC onset of UNSS2507 in natural
seawater. Following these experiments, a defined marine microbial
community enriched from sea water was used in a laboratory batch
system to assess onset of corrosion on SS304 coupons. The results
show potential ennoblement in natural seawater. Furthermore, the
carbon source concentration is the primary determinant of the MIC
and the biofilm accumulated at the SS grain boundaries.

Materials and Methods

Sample preparation.—The austenitic grade 304 (UNS S30400: Cr
18%, Ni 8%) used for laboratory experiments and the duplex grade
2507 (UNS S32750: Cr 24–26%, Ni 6–8%, Mo 3–5%, Cu 0.5%) used
for environmental experiments as received, were purchased from A-
plus Engineering, Singapore (Table I). To assess the effects of surface
roughness, SS304 coupons were polished with sandpaper, grit size
p600 or p1000 (ISO/FEPA Grit designation), subsequently soaked in
80% acetone for 15 min and sonicated for 7 min in 100% ethanol. All
other coupons were polished with p600 grit sandpaper and cleaned as
mentioned previously.

Enriched mixed marine microbial community.—The enriched
microbial community for laboratory experiments was obtained by in-
oculating 10 mL of coastal seawater into minimal marine medium
(3M), composed of 920 mL 0.5X nine salt solution (17.6 g NaC1;
1.47 g Na2SO4; 0.08 g NaHCO3; 0.25 g KCl; 0.04 g KBr; 1.87
g MgC12 · 6H20; 0.41 g CaC12 · 2H20; 0.01 g SrCl2 · 6H20; 0.01 g
H3BO3), 10 mL (0.4 M Tricine + 1 mM FeSO4), 10 mL of 952 mM
NH4Cl, 10 mL of 132 mM K2HPO4, 10 mL of 20% glucose, buffered
with 40 mL of 40 mM MOPS (3-morpholinopropane-1-sulfonic acid).
After one week of sub-culturing, frozen stocks of the mixed microbial
community were prepared and used for laboratory experiments.

Corrosion cells.—The corrosion cells were fitted with three SS
coupons (1 × 1 × 0.2 cm) as working electrodes, a Ti coil common
counter electrode and a Ag/AgCl (saturated KCl) common reference
electrode. In the following, all electrochemical potentials are reported
with respect to Ag/AgCl (saturated KCl). One mL of enriched mixed
microbial community was inoculated into the 120 mL corrosion cells.
The corrosion cells were incubated on a rotary shaker at 0 to 80 rpm, at
room temperature (∼22◦C) for 7 or 35 days. Every 2nd and 4th day for
the 7 day experiments and every 5 days for the 35 day experiments,
50% of the spent growth medium was replaced with fresh growth
medium to reduce the concentration of suspended cells, provide fresh
nutrients and maintain circumneutral pH.

Electrochemical analysis, biofilm visualization and surface
analysis.—Linear Sweep Voltammetry (LSV) at a scan rate of 0.166
mV/s from −800 to −100 mV was performed using a multichan-
nel potentiostat (VSP biologic, France), and corrosion current density
(jcorr) and corrosion potential (Ecorr) were calculated using the Tafel
equation.

Figure 1. CLSM images of UNSS32750 in natural seawater at a) 1 h; b) 2 days and c) 7 days. d) bio-volume and open circuit potential after deployment.
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Figure 2. Comparison of microbial communities in seawater and in biofilms formed on UNSS32750 coupons. a. The most abundant OTU’s (>10%) in the samples
are shown to give a general overview of the differences between the communities. b. OTUs that could not be assigned to taxa, have been removed for presentation
and hence, the total percentage does not reach 100%. Each OTU, defined at the 97% identity threshold, are presented as different colors and their percentage
contribution to the communities is indicated on the y axis.

The biofilms on the coupon surfaces were stained with the
LIVE/DEAD BacLight Bacterial Viability Kit and imaged by CLSM
at 400 × magnification (LSM780, Zeiss). The reflection technique
was used here to visualize the metal surface.33 The coupons were also
imaged by Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FESEM,
JEOL 7600F, USA) after 35 days. Atomic force microscopy (AFM)
was performed to assess surface roughness of polished coupons using
Bioscope Catalyst AFM (Bruker), in tapping mode.

DNA extraction.—Coupons immersed in coastal seawater (St.
John’s Island, Singapore), were retrieved after 1 h, 2 days and 7 days.
DNA was extracted from biomass retrieved from the surface using the

FastDNA SPIN Kit for soil. 27F and 1492R primers were used for a
PCR and the products were sent for amplicon sequencing.

Results and Discussion

The unpolished UNSS32750 coupons were immersed in tanks cir-
culated with sand filtered seawater (∼29◦C) at flow rate of 300 Lday−1.
The Ecorr increased and then stabilized after 2 days at 268 ± 8 mV (Fig-
ure 1d), indicating potential ennoblement. Increases in potential are
consistent with previous experiments in flowing seawater under equa-
torial conditions, where the Ecorr increased to 350 mV vs. Ag/AgCl.34

CLSM images after 1 h show individual cells on the coupon surface,
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Figure 3. jcorr (a) and Ecorr (b) of UNSS30400 across 35 days in 3M. Black trace corresponds to biotic conditions and red trace corresponds to abiotic (sterile)
(n = 3).

multiple layers of bacteria after 2 days and aggregated colonies after 7
days (Figures 1a–1c). Surface coverage of the biofilm increased from
16.3 ± 4.4% after 1 h to 25.8 ± 13.4% after 7 days. The variability of
biofilm coverage after 7 days reflects the variety of factors that affect
biofilm structure, especially in mixed microbial consortia.35 Figure 2a
shows the top OTUs with more than 10% abundance in the samples.
More than 90% reduction in the relative abundance of Cyanobacteria
in the biofilms relative to the seawater was observed. When the top 50
most abundant OTUs were compared (Figure 2b), similar changes in
the communities were observed. Even after only 1 h incubation, the
microbial community composition of the biofilm (n = 2) formed on
the metal surface was different from that of the sea water community.
For example, the biofilms were enriched in Gammaproteobacteria
(Acinetobacter, Filomicrobsium, Alcanivorax, Variovorax, Coxiella,
Ruegeria, etc.), without further changes for the 7 days of observation
(Figure 2b).

Due to the corrosion resistance of UNSS32750,36 the less-resistant
UNSS30400 was selected for further experiments in 3M with 0.2%
glucose as the carbon source. The Ecorr after inoculation reached −700
± 10 mV within 10 days and then remained stable over 35 days. In
abiotic controls, Ecorr decreased to −400 ± 3 mV after 15 days and
remained constant for 35 days (Figure 3b). While the Ecorr alone can-
not be used to predict the corrosion likelihood of UNSS30400,17 it is
interesting to note that the Ecorr observed in our experiment was sim-
ilar to that recorded in anaerobic corrosion tests involving SRB.37,38

The jcorr increased to 2.3 μA cm−2 at 10 days and then remained con-
stant over 35 days (n = 3). The sterile controls showed very low jcorr

Figure 4. CLSM images of surface of UNSS30400 coupon after 35 days.
Biofilm and surface (a); surface only (b) (400 × magnification).

(∼0.2 μA) throughout the experiments (Figure 3a). The low corro-
sion current is comparable with previous studies on aerobic corrosion
and is consistent with the lack of anaerobic microorganisms in the
starter community, particularly SRBs. The microstructural variabil-
ity of biofilms with time18 likely results in large jcorr variation across
independent biological replicates.

After 35 days, the biofilm and coupon surface were visualized
using CLSM and SEM. CLSM images showed that 15 μm thick
biofilms accumulate at the grain boundaries (Figure 4). This obser-
vation was confirmed by the analysis of intensity profiles of stainless
steel and biomass, compared to determine their respective localiza-
tion (Figure 5). A previous CLSM study reported low coverage of

Figure 5. A typical intensity profile for reflection of the coupon (red trace)
and the biofilm (green trace). The intensity profiles are measured across the
red line (35 μm). Only the central stacks of the three-dimensional confocal
images are reported [stack 4 to stack 8]. High values of red traces correspond
to positive topographical features on the SS surface. High values of green trace
correspond to high concentration of microbial cells. Biofilms are preferentially
localized in negative topographical features on the SS surface.
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Figure 6. FESEM images for unpolished UNSS30400 coupons on day 35 (a). Control coupon on day 0, (b). Coupon on day 35 after cleaning off the biofilm, (c).
Control coupon in sterile medium on day 35.

mushroom-like biofilms on ennobled SS coupons and uniform, thin
biofilms on non-ennobled samples.39 Bacteria preferentially colonized
the grain boundaries on stainless steel,40 suggesting that intergranu-
lar MIC might contribute to the overall corrosion. However, inter-
granular corrosion (IGC) also has chemical causes, thus further in-
vestigation is required to determine the actual role of biofilms in
IGC.41 FESEM images of control coupons revealed small grain struc-
ture with shallow boundaries as compared to coupons imaged on
35 days following biofilm removal (Figure 6). This observation was
consistent with pit deepening in steel samples exposed to marine
biofilms.42,43 Previous AFM analysis32 showed that grain boundaries
on 316L harbor bacteria and that bacterial colonization depleted Cr
and Fe, promoting localized attack on the alloy. EDX results (data not
shown) indicate lower carbon content and higher Fe and Cr associated
with control UNS30400 coupons compared to those with biofilms,
while oxygen and sulfur were detected only on samples exposed to
biofilms, indicating the formation of a thicker oxide layer and biomass
accumulation, respectively. Furthermore, carbon-rich biomass local-
izes preferentially at the grain boundary, thus confirming the CLSM
results.

As both jcorr and Ecorr stabilized within 10 days, further experi-
ments were performed over 7 days to focus on the onset of corrosion.
A typical set of Tafel plots with time is shown in (Figure 7). To de-
termine the effect of nutrient concentration, sterile filtered seawater
(∼0.002% glucose44) was compared with 3M medium (0.2% glucose).
The jcorr for 3M medium was much higher than in seawater (Figure
8a). The effect of inorganic vs. organic medium was previously stud-
ied in single culture experiments45 and it was concluded that inorganic
medium favors biofilm production, thus protecting metal from corro-
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Figure 7. Tafel plots of representative UNSS30400 coupon in 3M at 40 rpm
shaking across 7 days. (n = 3).

sion, while organic medium promotes corrosion. Although our results
are taken in very different experimental conditions (mixed biofilm),
it is possible that abundance of organic nutrient shifts biomass from
the biofilm to the planktonic phase, thus increasing corrosion.46 For
example, the concentration of organic nutrients is one of the many
drivers for biofilm formation. The effect of organic nutrient concen-
tration on biofilm formation is not straightforward. Single species
studies47 have shown that both nutrient abundance and starvation can
trigger the transition between planktonic biomass and biofilms. A
more recent study48 suggest that nutrient limitation results in the
formation of structured communities. Therefore, it is possible that
high nutrient concentration shift biomass from biofilm to planktonic
phase. The enhanced corrosion under high nutrient concentration can
be caused by the lack of a protective biofilm on the metal surface, or
by the low redox potential in the bulk phase, or a combination of the
above.

The surface roughness (Ra) of unpolished or polished (P600 or
P1000) UNS S30400 coupons were of 185 ± 20, 173 ± 50 and 93.2
± 5 nm, respectively. Following polishing, the coupons were soaked
in sterile 3M for 4 days to obtain a stable passivation layer, and then
inoculated as described. The surface preparation neither affected Ecorr

nor jcorr (Figures 8e,8f).
Diffusional limitations affect the biofilm life cycle49 and commu-

nity composition.50 As oxygen is rapidly depleted in both the biofilm
and planktonic phases, due to bacterial growth, it is likely that the pas-
sive film on the stainless steel weakens, thus making the surface more
vulnerable to corrosion.51 Shaking increases aeration and nutrient de-
livery to the biofilm52 and facilitates removal of reaction products
from the metal surface, thus enhancing corrosion current. Without
shaking, jcorr was 47% and 52% lower after 7 days than at 40 rpm
and 80 rpm shaking, respectively (Figure 8c). Similarly, Ecorr without
shaking was higher by 200 mV than with shaking, indicating that
diffusional limitations determine MIC onset (Figure 8d). Shaking af-
fects biofilm structure, resulting in thinner and more resilient biofilm.
It has been shown that uniform biofilms obstruct oxygen diffusion,
enhancing corrosion inhibition.53 Microsensors experiments, which
measure oxygen concentration within biofilms, are needed to decon-
volute the effect of diffusional limitations from biofilm structure in
enhancing/reducing the corrosion current.

Conclusions

In equatorial seawater, biofilm-forming microorganisms were
rapidly selected on SS coupons from the planktonic community. Sur-
face ennoblement was observed only in seawater. In the laboratory,
the MIC onset of SS coupons exposed to mixed microbial biofilms
enriched from seawater was characterized for surface finish and nu-
trient composition in both 3M and sterile seawater. The corrosion
current density increased in glucose-rich 3M, as the rapid bacterial
growth scavenges oxygen, likely weakening the oxide layer on the
SS surface. CLSM, SEM imaging and EDX analysis show the accu-
mulation of a biofilm at the grain boundaries. Metatranscriptomics
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Figure 8. Effect of nutrient concentration on Ecorr and jcorr for UNSS30400 coupons (P600, 40 rpm, 3M vs. seawater, biotic vs. sterile control) (a,b); effect of
shaking speed (P600, effect of 0, 40, 80 rpm) (c,d); effect of surface polishing (unpolished, P600, P1000, pre-soaked for 4 days) (e,f). For all experiments (n = 3).

experiments are ongoing to determine which microorganisms in the
biofilms actively contribute to the MIC process.
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